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Don't you know it
Put off today what

could bring sorrow?

you can do tomorrow

Or a~e you too big a Fool?

Seems to be far too
many, the working tool.
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over population - some alternatives
by L. Hill & D. Babhous

There is the old tale of the
pharoah who granted the wish of
his friend. "Take a chessboard,
and put a grain of wheat on the
first square, on the next doubling
the amount , and so on." The
pharoah thought this too smalJ

Obviously, we see the need to
control the population . The
methodology should be on a
wide-scale basis ranging from
birth-control to tax legislation.
We . need a new attitude
concerning family planning. This

It may seem that this infringes
on the rights and privileges. But as
Hegel said, "Freedom is the
recognition of necessity." The
necessity is present. We are
citizens , whether citizens of the
United States or of the world
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Crane Proposes N.J.
Abortion Reform
Assemblyman William M.
Crane says he sees little hope of
liberalizing New Jersey's abortion
law without substantial backing
from Governor William T. Cahill.
But the GOP lawmaker from
Paramus is going to an unlikely
source for support of his bill to
reform the state's 121-year-old
statute on abortion.
Cahill , a Roman Catholic, has
taken no firm position on the
controversial issue. A top aide
noted the governor , in the past ,
has said he was awaiting the
findings of the Abortion Law
Study Commission headed by
Crane.

and bade him ask something el se.
However the friend took this
instead. Before the last square wa s
reached , Egypt was bankrupt.
Why is this pertinent? Because
in fact , the world is a chessboard
and the grains of wheat, human
beings . . . and we are rapidly
approa c hing the point of
ecological bankrupcy . We must
see what we can do about
reversing the population explosion
or maintaining it at a safe level .
Right now, we are not a safe level
- 3½ million people (mostly small
children) die of starvation alone .
Starvation is a consequence of
over-population in itself.
Although the United States
conttibutes

foteign

aid

is to say that we must limit our
families or fa c e possible
extinction by over-population.
The size of the family is now
vitally important. No longer can
we afford the large American
family as a model. Furthermore,
we should not subsidize them by
way of taxes. Also, a system of
rewards should be doled out to
those who keep their families
small. People should be influenced
to adopt children rather than have
their own .

just too, too many

can not go on supporting VDCs

That commission, by a 5-4 vote
issued a report
with
legislation introduced by Crane.
But three minority reports
objecting to the findings were also
issued.
Under Crane's bill, the law
would be amended to permit
abortions by a physician in a
hospital when the life or physical
or mental health of the mother is
in danger, when the child would
be born with serious physical or
mental defects, when the
pregnancy resulted from rape or
incest, and when the woman is
unmarried and under 16 years old .
The certifications of three
physicians and consent of the
mother are aJso required.

to

by Dino

underdeveloped countries (UDCs)
indefinitely. Every nation in the
world is affected by what is
known as a doubling time. In
essence, it means that within a
given period of time the
population of a country will
actually double. This means more
people to feed, more production,
more people per square mile, and
all the problems that go along
with an overpopulated area (Air &
Water Pollution, Noise Pollution ,
perverse living conditions, a rise in
the population of rats and
roaches, etc .)

should take the respon sibility of
undertaking the control of the
population before the problems
related to our expanding numbers
becomes even more critical than
they are now.
What can you do? Read what
must be done . Concern yourself
with the total problem. Effect
legislation for population control.
Recommended books : "The
Environmental Handbook" , "The
Population Bomb", "Famine
I97 5 " , "The Frail Ocean".

Small world? No, the world is
the same size - it's just crowded .
But overpopulation becomes more
complex than just "too many
people" . The food for "too many
people", the clothing for "too
many people", the wastes of "too
many people", products for "too
many people", the relationships
between " too many peopl e" . All
these and more come from the
problem of the overpopulation of
this planet.

Dr. Paul R. Ehrlich in The
Bomb states the

Population

problem in plain English . We are

The bill proposes a prison term

very near a great time of crisis;

up to l S years and fine up to

because the world is crowded, we
must realize that the world in a
few years will be even more
crowded. We must figure out a
way to feed all these people. The
present agriclutural systems
cannot meet the demands of the
world, which leads to widespread
famine within a few years. And
starving people tend to become a
bit edgy . The possible results :
riots in the streets the world over,
even further ecological
imbalances, nuclear holocaust,
mass epidemics, etc. Not a very
pleasant outlook.

$15 ,000 for any one convicted of
an illegal abortion.
Under existing law, adopted in
1849 and last amended in I 898, it

is a crime in New Jersey to
perform or procure an abortion
without lawful justification. The
statute doesn't define "lawful,"
but it generally has been
interpreted to mean only to save
the life of the mother.
The law is under court attack
from the American Civil Liberties
Union , other groups, and several
physicians.
Crane , concerned that the
ACLU may win its suit , said he
has asked Cahill in a.' letter to
support his bill becau~ federal
court action knocking out the
New Jersey abortion statute will
result in no state regulations.
"I prefer that the legislature set
the stand_;uds," the Bergen
Assemblyman said.
Crane claimed enactment of his
bill to permit abortions in certain
circumstances would negate the

ACLU case.
But except for the
cosponsorship of six Republicans
and two Democrats in the
Assembly, reaction to Crane's bill
}:t.as been cautious.
Some lawmakers countered
Crane's argument about the
ACLU suit by saying the
legislature should await the
outcome of the court action.
Among the Assembly
cosponsors are the legislature's
only two female members,
Josephine S. Margetts, R-Morrts,
and Mi\\icent H. Fenwick,
R-Somerset.
from : The Bergen Evening
Record, Hackensack, N.J., March
IO, 1970.

In the past, Man has had
pestilence and war as his
population checks. Both are tragic
and now ineffective. Dr. Ehrlich's
solution deals with a birth-rate
control concept. At present, the
birth-rate of the world exceeds
the death-rate greatly . Dr. Ehrlich
is not advocating genocide; he
believes the problem can be solved
by a greater realization of the
problem in all of its far-reaching
implications, and the practice of
birth - rate control (by
contraception, by not subsidizing
large families via taxes , by not
maintaining the Great American
Images as one of a large family ,
etc.).

~
pLAfJAIED

P/U(fNTHOOD
CLINIC

You may not like what The
Bomb has to say
because it's far from strawberry
shortcake , but you owe it to
yourself as a member of the race
of Homo Sapiens to read it. If you
are married , find out what it has
to say. IF YOU ARE
CONCERNED ABOUT LIVING
LONGER THAN THE NEXT
YEARS, READ IT.
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.,I'm fit to be tied!"
Courtesy Margaret Stone
©Medical Economics

"l ha-.·e been asked 10 announce
that the fer1ilir y riles <&ill be omi11ed from this year's fe1t i :11l."
0

Drawinc by Ed f isher

©1962, The New York.er Map11ne. Inc.
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Mother Earth Fuckers
by Ken Wilson

Take soul
we misanthropes!
Our hearts have been mislead ;
one body follows another
to be digested
by whatever monster that is,
that is us ,
that is.
Don' t pity us our vigorous
our indefatigable sperm machines
which pumped on demand
for the unreasonable ,
once holy ,
would it were dammed
brand of motherhood
our species embraces.

(within five years according to
some ecologists), we will be nearly
completely destroyed .
And well it is, for out of the
ashes a sensible species might
develop to rese ttle the earth ; to
preserve the stability the new
earth will have evolved without
man the controller and destroyer
to bear with.
One really feels sad, though,
for the animals we've taken and
will be taking with us.
Take soul
we misanthropes!
For though we've seen our
ignorance

James Agee once wrote of the
potentiality of the human species
being reborn in each generation of
chi l dren : that potentiality
evidently has been reached. The
tremendous success our species
has had in breeding children is
also the cause of our ultimate
dissolution. Today we may seed
the earth, but tomorrow there will
be no children.
The earth has limited
resources, yet with our nearly
unlimited seed bearing beings with
unlimited appetites, we will
eventually demand more than the
earth has. (Mother Earth is sterile ,
she cannot produce more because
there a re no methods of
procreation known to man which
exist between the plane ts and
their suns, i.e., there are no
Mother Earth Fuckers out there.)
Our demand s will ultimately be

too great for the earth to bear and

Be WaryWatch OutThe Bruce Parking Lot
·will be closed
Thurs, Fri, Sat, & Sun
April 23, 24, 25, 26
for
Carnival
Material

Pollution As A Way of Life
by Dave Lichterstein
our skies. After that we can begin. will be detrimental to someone
Much has been said about
This of course means restructing elses two children.
different methods of pollution
the educational system for th at is
The answer is by no means
control. Lead free gasoline and
where many of our values are simple nor will it happen
clean air foundations have become
formed as well as in the home , overnight. Not until a newly
active catalysts in a monumental
which is a group of socially educated society has taken over
drive to save mankind . However , conditioned people.
industry can the problem be
to realistically consider the matter
Fighting pollution means to solved and that is something of a
we must view the situation in a
teach them to think in perspective dream.
The question is then can we
degree further than environmental
to be willing to sacrifice a little
have
this dream or, as things are
control projects.
now for a worthy gain later. It
That is , pollution is more than
means learning not to want more now predicting, will we die in th e
a phenomena of mankind ; than two children because that NIGHTMARE?
pollution is a way of Life. In
analytic form , we see:
A polluted society breeds
polluted minds which in turn
pollu te the natural resources of
that society . This is due to the
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 4/19
polluted values by which such
Date
Event
Place
men make their daily decisions.
Du e to this realization, SUNDAY , APRIL 19t h
CC B Film: " Hell in the
Theatre for
poll ution control relates to the 7:45 PM .
P erf. Arts
P acific"
very structure of a society .
Combating pollu tion , therefore, MONDAY, APRIL 20th
Alum ni Lounge
Counseling Services
must include the process of I :40-3:05
Senate Executive Comm. Meeting Senate Office
restructuring the society and I :40-4 :00
Downs
Encounter Group Meeting
re-establish the priorities by which 5: 00-7:00
Formal Lounge
decisions are made.
TUESDAY
,
APRIL
2
1st
If a company's top priority is
Alumni Lounge
Counseling Services
efficiency and social contri bution 10 :50-12: 15
Downs
11
:
30-1
:
30
Institutional
Planning
rather than profit and economy , it
Meet Rm A
Board Mtg.
may be more careful about the
Downs
12:00-2:30
Fine
Arts
Planning
product it sells.
Meet
Rm B
Committee
Mtg.
0 f course, this is highly
1:40-2:
55
Social
Committee
Tea
Downs
idealistic, but a long standing
Formal Lounge
situation of considering profit as
I
:40-2: 55
Earth
Day
Committee
Film
Willis 100 .
the top priority has now caused
1:40-2 :55
Graduate
Committee
Meeting
Willis 101
industry to readjust its values for
I
:40-2
:55
CC
B
Film:
Flash
Gord
on
Series
Little Theatre
its and mankind's very own
1:40-2:55
College
Center
Board
Lecture
Hex Room
EXISTENCE. What has previously
Faculty Senate Meeting
Library Conf.
been considered idealistic has now 3: 00-5 :00
Rm-2 nd fl.
become a practical necessity 6:00-10:00
Nu
Theta
Chi
Meeting
Alumni
Lounge
stop polluting of DIE!!
7:00-10:00
Nu
Sigma
Phi
Meeting
L
107
Will man heed the warning?
Can a society readjust its values or WEDNESDAY , APRIL 22nd
11 :30-2: 00
Counseling Services Meeting
Downs
will man continue to wait until he
Meet Rm B
must begin to exterminate the
I 1:30-2: 00
Faculty Staff Buffet
Downs
LI YING to afford his own
Fae. Din. Rm .
existence?
Fine Arts Curriculum Conference Down s
First we must admit we are 4:00-6 :00
Meet. Rm . A
polluting our cities, our schools,
7: 30-10: 00
Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
Alumni Lounge
All Day
Earth Day
We Want You To Join Our Church
THURSDAY , APRIL 23rd
As An
9: 30-11 :30
Student Personnel Staff Meeting
Downs
Meet. Rm B
l :40-2 :55
Drug Training Program
Downs-Meet
And Have The Rank Of
Dr. Einstein
Rm.A
1:40-2 :55
Mrs. Welle - Make-up Exa:nJ
Willis 2 17
We are a non-structured fa ith , undenom inational,
l :4~2 :55
Young Republicans Meeting
Alumni Lounge
with no traditional doctrine or dogma. Our fast
~owing church is actively seeking new ministers
8:00-10:30
Earth Science Lecture
Little Theatre
who believe what M bel ieve; All men are entitled
FRIDAY , APRIL 24th
to their own convictions; To SNk truth their own
way, whatever it may be, no questions asked . ~ a
9:00-3:00
Classroom Renaissance
Little Theatre
minister of the church, you may:
1. Stan your own church and apply for ex•
6:00-12 :00
CARNIVAL
Bruce
emption from property and other taxn.
2. Perform niardages, baptism, funerals and
Parking Lot
all other minister~! functions.
3. Enjoy reduced rat• from some modes of
SATURDAY, APRIL 25th
transportation, one theaten, stores, hotals,
etc.
9:00-10:00
CARNIVAL PARADE
4. Seek draft exemption • one of our work•
10:00-1 :00AM .
CARNIVAL
ing mi11ionariel. We will teU you how.
Bruce
Enc::1011 a frw will donation for the Ministar's
Parking Lot
credentials and licen•. We alto iale Doctor of
Divinity Det,Ns. Wa are State Chartared and your
SUNDAY, APRIL 26th
ordination is roc:ognlzod In 111 50 mta ond moat
foreign countriol. FREE LI FE CHURCHNoon-6:
00 P.M.
CARNN AL
Bruce
BOX «1311, HOLLYWOOD, FLORI DA 33023.
Parking Lot

Schedule of Events

Ordained Minister

Dodor of Divinity
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Sound And Fury ,
"Truth cannot be /or.ceJ _b11:t m1tst be allowed to plead

/orilse!J:'

"You Can Escap e Death"
One of the most profound of all natural
phenomena has transpired at Newark State
College. [ts community members, th e
students faults and adm inist ration have
suffered some sort of genetic mutation and
have changed there homo sapien identity . In
the past few months the INDEPENDENT
has observed that Newark State, and
humanity as a whole no longer maintains the
concept of "self preservation". People have
written off the environmental Teach-in as a
passing fad but in the same context, have
disputed the concept of an ecological crisis.
The psychological or sociological
complications of peoples indifference to this
ecological threat to our livelyhood are
extremely complex. But for the sake of
simplicity, the INDEPENDENT will define
these humanistic tendencies, as pure
unadulturated masochism . It is absolutely
unbelievable that peoples in the face of
certain death complacently deny the
existence of such a peril. But such is the
truth.
The enviromental crisis has
demonstrated its subtle but degradation
effect for many years. Up until now few
have recognized the immediate danger, and
fewer are willing to do anything about it. On
our own campus the "Environment

Need Help

embosse d on it) of yo ur card in an
envelope and pl ace it in mailbox
480, address to the undersigned.
Do
Not Place Whole or
Tuffel undestroyed Cards In The

To the Editors:
re : B arbara Ann
Scholarship Fund
We are striving to make the
Barbara Ann Tuffel Scholarship
fund successful. Bu t we can't do it
alone. We need the help of
everyone on and off the campu s.
What about the frate rnities and
sororities on this campus? They
can contribute to this fund ; some
have done so for other funds.
How about this one?
We have held dances to raise
money for the fund . Attendance
at our d a nces would be
appreciated. If anyone knows of
companies whi c h would
contribute , let us know.
If you are willing to help in
any way , please leave a note in
Mailbox No . 362 in the College
Center of M.B. 1208 in Dougall
Hall.
Colonel Bracy
Class of '73

Charge It
Or Cut It
To the editor:
As part of an environmental
project , I am collecting halves of

Teach-In' ~program which was intended to

credit

enlighten the college community , has only

cards

for

gasoline

companies. I am sorting these and

enlightened the INDEPENDENT that the

will mail them to the respective
oil companies with a letter saying

"judgement day" is not so far away. The
INDEPENDENT is shirked that there is so
little concern on this campus about the
ecological crisis that there are no activities
planned for the April 22 "teach-in" day.
Where is this college community at? Are
we so intellectually stagnate that we are
unwilling to find out and LEARN how we
are destroying ourselves. Is the Science Dept.
alive or have they already succumbed to the
effects of pollution.
The INDEPENDENT is going to try their
damndest to get some sort of group reaction
going. " Talking is not solving" but ta lking is
an awar~ne.ss of where you 're _a t.

that the owners of these cards
have agreed not to purchase gas
from the companies until the
company manufactures a gas with
no lead and which has low octane .
At this date, there is only one
company which makes no-lead
gas ; Amoco . We are, however,
pressuring them to make their low
octane gas also with lead .
If you are interested in this
project, cut your gasoline credit
card in half. Put the top half (the
part that does have your name

Mailbox.

John Caffrey

Feminist·
Jokers
TO THE EDITORS :
In the column, "What! N.J .
Society Exists?" , my letter
concerning militant feminists was
knocked . The writer of the article
laughed it off, and defended the
current feminist movement. There
is only one explanation for a
newspaper that simultaneously
supports both sexual anarchy and
the woman's right to kill :
masochism. This is the basic ·
reason why we are today
confronted with such a "right";
subconsciously masochistic judges
who exonerated female criminals,
alleged or convicted , raised this

Frankenstein.
Fear does indeed do a lot to
our thought processes, as the
writer of the column mentioned .
This emotion stems from our
inborn will or self-preservation . It
ca n be a quite constructive
emotion , motivating us to take
defensive action . Maybe if more
publicity was generated
concerning the impending threat
of the woman's right to kil\, we

the people would be scared into
fighting this malignancy.
Nobody is forcing these
feminist jokers to use cosmetics.
Marriage is optional , not
compulsory. Woman have equal
employment opportunities as men
under Federal law . The reason
why there aren' t many women in
male-dominated •field s is because
of lack of interest; this same
reason accounts for the few male
elementary school teachers. The
only goal these powennad egotists
(Continued on Pa!!C I 3)
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Lambda Chi Rho, Sigma Theta Chi Take
Top Honors At Annual Greek Sing
-·

... ·- -

by Kathy Renaud

Lambda Chi Rho sorority and Sigma Theta Chi fraternity shared
top honors at Saturday night's ninth annual Greek Sing. The dual first
place was awarded under the I.F.S.C.'s new judging ruling, giving a first
place position to both a male and female group. The sisters of Lambda
Chi Rho also took home the "Spirit Award" edging out Nu Theta Chi
Sorority for the plaque.
Runner-up spot went to the sisters of Omega Sigma Psi while Beta
Delta Chi took third place and fourth honors were awarded to Nu
Sigma Tau.
Decked out in their sorority colors, brown blouses and beige
tunic pantsuits, and led by Mickey Hanily , the Lambda girls offered a
medley of tunes from the hit musical "Oliver" including ''Who Will
Buy" "Where Is Love", "I'd Do Anything" and "As Long As He Needs
Me". Then accompanied by Mickey on the guitar and led by Kathy
McGuire , they presented their rendition of "Day Is Done".
Chi president Lenny DiNardo led his brothers to their second
Greek Sing victory in 3 years. In gold bell bottom slacks and their
fraternity blazers, the Chi brothers, "Let's Sing a Song" told "all you
have to do to win Greek Sing" while on the more serious side,
performed "My Mother's Eyes".
Dressed in pink and black and with Debbie Sara directing, the
sisters of Omega Sigma Psi took their listeners on a musical trip to
Europe, singing in the natwe languages of Spain , France, Austria, and
Italy. They also offered some romantic advise combining "I'll Never
Fall In Love Again," with "Take Good Care of Your Heart."
Purple dresses with wide hem length-scarves of white, green, and
purple were the outfits chosen by the Beta girls. Led by Judy Amatt,
they sang of how the sorority has turned to Madison Avenue and
adapted some of the popular jingles to sell the Beta way to prospective
pledges. They closed their performance with "Something Wonderful"
from "The King and I."
Simon and Garfunkel's "59th Street Bridge Song (Feelin'
Groovy)" was the choice of Nu Sigma Tau. Performing in victorian
style dresses of the sorority' s blue and white , their original song told
the audience that as far as placing was concerned. "Nothing Can Stop
Us Now."
Eight other groups turned in diversified performances to round
out the evening of song that included old favorites and brand new
material.
Sigma Kappa Phi sorority, in white skirts and red b\azers, iave
their "salute" to the armed forces with a medley of service songs and
told of the effects of the table stealers, bulletin board snatching way of

life on the future of Greeks.
Last year's Greek Sing winners, Sigma Beta Tau, presented the
Negro spiritual, "My, Lord, What a Momin' " sporting their fraternity
blue & white they put their own musical and theatrical touches to
"There is Nothing Like a Dame."
The Broadway bug bit Sigma Beta Chi Sorority this year. With
dresses of contrasting purple and lavender, they offered "My Cup
Runneth Over With Love" from "I Do, I Do" and a medley of show
tunes from his including "Mame" and "Bye, Bye Birdie."
Nu Theta Chi, turned the tables on their performance of last year.
Iridescent purple and gold pantsuits were their outfits and the bright
and swingy "Jug Band Music" and "Enter the Young", their songs.
The brothers of Nu Delta Pi also opted for the original.
Performing in the spirit and hope that Greek sing would soon again be a
"fun" experience for all the brothers, Pi sang "Blood Red Roses"
together with their brotherhood song.
The black and white of Rho Theta Tau showed strong in both the
dresses and scarf outfits and voices of the sisters. "I Believe" was their
choice for their opening number, followed by a song for the "Greeks of
Distinction."
Alpha Theta Pi sorority returned to Greek Sing competition this
year. Singing in violet dresses accented by pink print scarves, they told
of how to win "Half the Battle" of getting to a class on the 4th floor of
Willis. Their other selection was the folk song , "Greenfields"
The sisters of Chi Delta closed the program with " A Woman's
Intuition" about the opposite sex and "Round and Round" .
Co-chairmen for Greek Sing '70 were Lissa Salmon of Beta Delta
Chi and Kathie O'Connor of Nu Theta Chi.

Because
of vaginal odors.
Smart women are using

classified .ads

MY
OWN.
Hygienic
Deodorant
Spray made
for the outer
vagiaal area.
A11ailab/1 also
i,, tlta•si•g
tOWtltllts.

STUDENTS!!

TEACHERS!!

EARN EXTRA $100 A MONTH AND MORE
NOW AND DURING SUMMER VACATION
SELLING COSMETICS.

The method of education
teachers is madness.

Do you have to be a senior to
have seniorities?
A concerned freshman

TOTAL INVESTMENT "$11.99"
For details call now

964-0425

We've come a long way baby and it won't take more to kill
us.

Pollution is smogging up our
mind s".:·
•. The Independent Staff
Help solve the parking
problem. Drop out of school.
Sign to be put up in the heart
of beautiful downtown
Newark:
"To Save your life, hold your
breath."
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Malcolm:
Talking Will Never Solve
Environmental Problems
by Kevin Alton
Dr. William Malcolm, biologist
and vociferous self-spokesman of
the contemporary ecological
crisis, related his views to the
Newark State community last
Thursday, at a symposium
sponsored by the N.S.C. E.E.C.C.

over-proportionate amounts of
energy and raw materials when
compared to the rest of the world.
This is the key to their success but
also the reason for their extensive
ecological abuse, which if not
curbed will lead to their ultimate
downfall.

Dr. Malcolm had pessimistic
thoughts about the . National
Teach-in scheduled for April
22nd. He felt "we cannot talk
about problems, talking is not
solving." "The 'Teach-in' must
provide for a sustained effort" on
the par( of the entire world
community in order to conqueor
the ecologica) crisis.

Population control, continued
Dr. Malcolm, is inherently a moral.
issue which is intrinsically
involved with survival values and
cultural values.

"Population control," added
Dr. Malcolm, "should be the most
immediate concern to all. "As a
nation, although, we experience
the greatest affluence of any
society but are grossly
overpopulated. Americans utilize

SENIORS

Although Dr. Malcolm readily
analyzed the environmental crisis,
he was notably pessimistic as to
whether or not the problems of
ecological inbalance could be
restored back to normality. Dr.
Malcolm felt that this problem
was insurmountable and his own
personal solution would be to
escape ."civilization's psychosis"
and establish a homeground at
some isolated South Pacific
Island.
Dr. Malcolm finally added that
scientific technology is not the
pancrea, people must change their
relative position in the
environment.
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It's Not Goulash, It's My Brother
BY ED NAHA

Lately everyone has been giving much attention
to our environment which, to say the least, is pretty
screwed up. One of the problems that people have
been mouthing off about (before pollution became
the "in" topic) is over-population. The threat of
population explosion is a very real one, and one that
people have been passing off with little or no
thought.
No one is really upset about it, since man can
always cut down and destroy just about all the
fertile land that is available now and then turn to
the sea for a new and unlimited source of food. This
commonly believed solution is about as feasable as
expecting the Pope to give a lecture on practical
methods of birth control.
Another solution to the threat of too many
folks, is just sit back and let it happen, and be
confident in the fact that someone will be in ·the
baby bonanza that will offer a cure to all this nasty
stuff. This is what I call the Peter Fonda answer to
it all, or the "They'll make it, man" theory.
Since it would appear that birth control is out
( too inconvenient) the best and most feasiable
answer would lie in a modification of a theory put
forth by Jonathan Swift in one of his essays, "A
Modest Proposal". In it, he wrote of a solution to
existing conditions of his day which are not too far
removed from our plentiful people problem of
today. He proposed that people breed babies to kill
and eat.
This is quite a nifty idea when you think of it.
This would put an end to both the population
explosion and our great work shortage. Just think,
folks who are tired of their current field of
employment can branch out in a more interesting
and lucrative trade. However, should the idea apall
you, this premise could be carried out in a more
humane fashion.
Should Path-Mark decide this is an

. economically solid idea Gust think of all those new
recipes) , they can always bug out all the existing
orphanages and take them under their wing. All that
would be needed in the existing supermarkets would
be a couple of extra aisles in the meat section.
Brand names could easily adapt themselves to
the new food source with little or no problems. I'm
sure Ronald McDonald would have no trouble in
adding baby burgers to his menu.
And slogans need be altered only slightly to fit
the tasteful tykes. For instance, "new meat pies"
could easily be linked to that famous little jingle,
"Everybody doesn't like something, but nobody
doesn't like Sarah Lee." In this case, baby Sarah
would be the darling dumpling. In the future when
one would hear a group of little lovlies singing "I
wish I was an Oscar Meyer wiener" they would
more than likely get their wish .. ,. and in the
future, lady fingers would be just that.
It would only be
matter of time until
someone would create a new desert and improvise
with the "There's always room for Jello", then by
endorsing people to gorge themselves with a slogan
something like, "It ain't heavy it's my brother."
In time, of course, the food supply of young
meat may run out. Then, marketing would have to
resort to using older meat, a bit tougher perhaps,
but tasty just the same. Mrs. Wagner's Pies, Col.
· Sanders drum sticks, and Mother's Pot Pies would
be exactly what they are advertised.
I would encourage all of my readers to write
their local government officials urging them not to
reform the abortion laws, not to endorse
demonstrations of birth control methods in
under-developed areas, and above all not to consider
at all the prospects of over-population of the earth
in the near future, but instead harken to the ideas
expressed previously here. I'm sure they will readily
see both the practical and economical gains from
this proposed plan opposed to the few advantages to
be realized in the antiquated ideas mentioned above .

MATH:
Liberia, Ghana,
The Gambia, Uganda,
Malaysia, Miaoncsia,
Philippines,
Sierra Leone

Women Are
Ecological
Caretakers

CHEMISTRY:

Ghana, Malaysia,
Sierra Leone,
Eastern Caribbean,
Honduras
BIOLOGY:
Thailand, Tonga,
Guatemala, Kenya,
Chile, Peru, Guyana,
Honduras, Malaysia,
Korea, Uganda,
Ghana,,The Gambia
PHYSICS:
Ghana, Korea,
Uganda, Malaysia,
Philippines,
British Honduras,
Eastern Caribbean
PEACE CORPS 1970

Programs begin this
summer. See the
Peace Corps liaison
on campus or:

CONTACT:
Peace Corps
201 Varick St.
New York, N. Y. 10014
(212)-620-3416

a

Menlo Park Cinema
No.

U.S.
1 Menlo Park
.., Shopping Center

Now Showing - Exclusive
f!/Jefi,? a O)fo,nan
t'~11 .,I alttt01f6
an adtK¥nlar
There are problems . .like
vaginal odor. At least it
was a problem until

"FANTASIA"
daily 1 :30, 3:45, 5:40, 7:45, 9:50

Got a bitch about grades .
dull classes ....

MY

any other classroom problem?

Feminine Hygienic Deodorant
cleansing towelettes.

President Weiss wants to know about it

OWN.
Also i11 ,1 deodor,mt spray.

Tell him Tuesday, April 28th m the
Browsing Room

New York, March 23, \970 Praising the "teach-in" on our
environmental crisis planned for
university campuses next month
as "a call to action," Dr. Margaret
Mead urged students to set
"protection of our planet" as a
goal for their generation.
Recalling that woman 's
traditional role has been that of
caretaker, Dr. Mead in an
interview for Redhook Magazine
declared, "It is women's
unremitting care for their families
and homes" that should serve as
our ''model" for future
conservation.
"Modern women (although
their roles have changed
drastically) still are, as women
always have been, caretakers of
persons and, equally, caretakers of
the things that are essential to
those they love and for whose
well-being they are responsible.
"And it is just this - responsible
and devoted caretaking - that is
the key to the future. It is this
capacity to relate things to the
needs of many individuals that
makes possible vigilance over a
lifetime and for generation after
generation."
"We are not dealing with a
crisis that can be overcome and
afterward forgotten," Dr. Mead
warn~d. "What we must work
toward, instead, is a way of
thinking that will encourage all
men to become the vigilant
conservators of their inheritance
of earth and air, the waters of
ponds and rivers and seas, and all
the life of the world."
Women can do this because
"they have been conservators
(Continued on Pag!! 18)
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40 ways to depollute the earth

Reprinted from
April 1970

Mademoiselle.

I. Don't use colored facial tissues,
paper towels, or toilet paper. The
paper dissolves properly in water,
but the dye lingers on.
2. If you accumulate coat hangers,
don't junk them ; return them to
the cleaner. Boycott a cleaner
who won't accept them .
3. Use containers that disintegrate
readily . Glass bottles don't
decompose . Bottles made of
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) give off
lethal hydrochloric acid when
incinerated. (That's the soft
plastic many liquid household
cleansers, shampoos, and
mouthwashes come in. Don't
confuse it with stiffer polystyrene
plastic, used mainly for powders.)
The
Food and Dr ug
Administration has now approved
PVC for food packaging too.
Don't buy it. Use decomposab le "biodegradable" - pasteboard,
cardboard, or paper containers
instead. If you can't, at le~st
re-employ nondecomposable
bottles ; don't junk them after one
use .
4. D on't buy unreturnable
containers. Hold alumninum-can
purchase to a minimum. lfyou're
living around New York, Denver,
Houston, or San Francisco this
summer, bring in aluminum cans
for a half-cent apiece (also: old
TV-dinner trays, old aluminum
lawn chairs). It's worth $200 a
ton to Reynolds Aluminum .
5. At the gas station , don't let the
attendant "top off' your gas
tank; this means waste, and
polluting spillage. The pump
should shut off automatically at
the proper amount. (True, too,
for motorboats).
6. If yo u smoke filter-tip
cigarettes, don't flush them down
the john. They'll ruin your
plumbing and clog up pumps at
the sewage treatment plant.
They're practically indestructible.
Put them in the garbage.
7. Stop smoking.
8. Stop littering. Now . If you see
a litterer, object very politely
("Excuse me , sir, I think you
dropped something").
9. If you're a home gardener,
make sure fertilizer is worked
deep into the soil - don't hose it
off into the water system.
Phosphates (a key ingredient)
cause lake and river algae to
proliferate wildly.
10. Don't buy or use DDT even if
you can find it (and
unfortunately, you still can) . If

your garden has water , sun, shade,
and fertilizer, it shouldn't need
pesticide at all. If you must spray,
use the right insectiside . (If at all
possible, use botanicals - natural
poisons extracted from plants like nicotine sulfacte, rotenone,
pyrethrum.)

get the lead out. Tetraethyl lead
additives are put in gas to hype an
engine's performance : they can
build up in your body to a lethal
dose . Indiana Standard Oil Co. has
a lead-free fuel now (Amoco);
Atlantic Richfield has announced
they'll introduce one if all car
manufacturers rework engines to
make them burn u·p every breath
of fuel, so lead's not needed . One
Detroit leader has already
promised new engines on all 1971
models . Pester the others. (Lead,
by the way, chews up metal including new antipollution
catalytic mufflers.)
18. If bagged garbage overflows
your trash cans, shake it out of
bags directly into the can, and
tromp it down to compact it.
19. If you have a fireplace . . .
abstain . As much as possible. If
you must send up smoke, burn
wood, not murky cannel coal.
20. Burning leaves or garbage is
already illegal in many towns .
Don't do it. Dispose of it some
other way.
21. If you see any oily, sulfurous

container and dispose of it; don't
hose it into the sewer system.
27. Avoid disposable diapers if
possible. They may clog plumbing
and septic tanks.
28. If you see something wrong
and you don't know whom to
contact, bombard newspapers , TV
and radio stations with letters.
Get friends to join in. Media will
help with the message if you're
getting nowhere in normal
channels. Remember : Publi city
hurts polluters.
29. Protest the SST: write the
President. Today's Boeing 717 can
already move more people farther
without ear-shattering sonic
booms.
30. Help get antipollution ideas
into kids' heads. If yo u' re a
teacher, a Scout leader, a camp
counselor, a summer playground
assistant : teach children about
litter , conservation, noise .. .
about being considerate,which is
what it all comes down to.
31. If you're in a relatively rural
area, save vegetable wastes
(sawdust, corn husks, cardboard,

amputated ones, and replant them
afterward. Citybound? Contact
your Parks Dept.
34. Protesting useless pollution?
Don't wear indestructible metal
buttons that say so.
35. Fight to keep . noise at a
minimum between 11 p.m. and 7
a.m. Studies show that sounds
which aren't loud enough to wake
you can still break your dream
cycle - so you awaken tired and
cranky. By the same token, be
kind to neighbors. Suggest that
your local radio/TV station
remind listeners at JO p.m. to turn
down the volume.
36. When you shop, take a
reusable tote with you as
Europeans do - and don't accept
excess packaging and paper bags.
37. Patronize stores that specialize
in unpesticided, organically-grown
food in biodegradable containers.
The re' s probably such a
health-food store near you. The
ne plus ultra : Boston's Ecology
Good Store, opening this spring,
which plans handcrafted products ,
books , and household ecology
counselin g too . (Write Boston
Area Ecology Action , 925 Mass .
Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02139 .
They need help.)
38. Radicalize your community.
Do something memorable on
April ~2nd, the date of the First
Nati onal Environment Teach-In .
One group's given Polluter of the
Week awards to deserving captains
of industry. In traffic jams. other
groups have handed out leaflets
titled: "Don't You Feel Stupid
Sitting H ere?". which \ist
advantages of c.,r pools and mass
transit.

11 To reduce noise, buy a
heavy-duty plastic garbage can
instead of a metal one. Or sturdy
plastic bags, if you can afford
them. They're odorproof, neater,
lighter,
12. When you see a junked car,
report it to your local Sanitation
Department. If they don't care,
scream till someone does .
13 . If you don't really need a car,
don' t buy a car. Motor vehicles
contribute a good half of this
country's air pollution. better ,
walk or bicycle. Better for you,
too.
14. If you have to car-commute,
don't chug exhaust into the air
just for yourself. Fonn a car pool.
Four people in one car put out a
quarter the carbon monoxide of
four cars .
15. Better yet, take a bus to work.
Or • a train. Per passenger mile,
they pollute air much less than
cars. Support mass transit.
16. If you still think you need a
ca r of your own, make sure it
burns fuel efficiently (i.e. , rates
high
in
mpg) . Get a
low-horsepower minimachine for
the city, a monster only for lots
of freeway driving.
17 . Bug gasoline manufacturers to

black smoke coming out of
chimneys, report it to the
Sanitation Dept. or Air Pollution
Board.
22. There's only so much water.
Don't leave it running. If if has to
be recycled too fast , treatment
plants can't purify it properly .
23. Measure detergents carefully.
If you follow manufacturer's
instructions, you'll help cut a
third of all detergent water
pollution .
24. Since the prime offender in
detergent pollution is not suds but
phosphates (which encourage
algae growth), demand to know
how much phosphate is in the
detergent you're buying. Write the
manufacturer , newspapers ,
Congressmen , the FDA . Until
they let you know, use an
unphosphated - nondetergent soap. (Bubble baths, you may be
happy to know , do not cause
detergent pollution .)
25. Never flush away what you
can put in the garbage. Especially
unsuspected organic cloggers like
cooking fat (give it to the birds) ,
coffee grounds, or tea leaves
(gardeners dote on them).
26. Drain oil from power lawn
mowers or snowplows into a

table scraps, et al.) in a compost
heap, instead of throwing them
out. Eventually, you can spread ·it
as fertilizer - nature 's way of
recycling garbage.
32. Remember : All Power
Pollutes. Especially gas and
electric power , which either smog
up the air or dirty the rivers. So
cut down on power consumption .
In winter, put the furnance a few
degrees lower (it's healthier) and
wear a sweater.
33. Use live Christmas trees, not
··

39. You as a citizen can swear out
a summ ons and bring a noisy
neighbor to rnurt. If the
problem 's bigger than that. talk to
a lawyer about a class-action
lawsuit. A group of people. for
instance . can file a class-action
suit against a noisy air! ine , or
against a negligent public
antipollution official.
40. Last, and most important vitally important - if you want
more than two child ren. adopt
them. You know all the horror
stories. They're true .
Nightmarishly true . And that goes
for the whole American economy :
unless we can stop fanatically
producing and consuming more
than we need, we won't have a
world to stand on. Care. Who will,
ifwe don't?
(For many more suggestions, see
The Environmental Handbook ,
ed. by Carrett de Bell; Ballantine
Books, 95c.)

.. •
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in case you forgot
DDT Kills·

by M.A. Leidel!
According to the President's
Science Advisory Committee in
1965 , " We know enough now to
begin to apply the techniques of
integrated control in their
simplest form of pest
management . . . use of these
techniques will result in
substantial decreases in pollution
of the environment without a
decrease in effectiveness of
control.' _

One method to eliminate insect
pests has been reported in
theTime magazine issue of
February 9, 1970 - stale or fresh
beer, when placed in pans,
attracted and killed more slugs
that the standard metaldehyde/
arsenic chemical compound . The
insects drowned without exuding
the usual slime components found
as a prelude to death via
chemicals.
Again - a tiny wasp has been
employed in California to kill a
leaf hopper - Dikrella - which
destroys grapes is now immune to
DDT ; the cost of controlling this
pest has declined by 87% since the
wasp has been put to use and this
method meets ecological
standards.
Because DDT is an active
component in over 35 products
and its' 1968 produc lion totalled
3.5 million pounds , ii has been
cited as an offender, however, the
consumer must be aware of other
lethal chemicals. Texaphene is
now replacing DDT as a major
ingredient in the United States.
What is DDT? It is a
cholorinated hydrocarbon , and
according to Galbicks and
Friedman at the Massachuse ttes
In stitute of Technology , "these
compounds proved toxic lo the
ce ll s and induced . . . change~
leading to cell destruction .
Chemical , besides DDT , include
Aldrin , Heptachlor, Hexacloride,
etc. - they resist being broken
down into less harmful materials
for periods extending from day~
to a few years.
Although man is a bl e to
consume the mounts of DDT

found in his diet without
short-term effects, animals are not
faring as well. The 1968 fall
edition of the Garden Journal
reports that "as little as 0 .6 parts
of DDT to 6 parts of water per
billion will kill or immobilize a
shrimp population in two days ."
Dr. Charles Wurster , Jr. of
SUNY, Stony Brook, reports that
very small concentrations of DDT
re duce the grow th and
photosynthesis of marine
plank ton. "Such single-celled
algae are the indespensible base of
marine food chains." Sunset
magazine, August 1969 states, in
particular, that brown pelican,
peregrine falcon and bald eagle
eggs contain large quantities of
DDT and are, in some areas,
incapable of reproducing.
Soft-shelled eggs are becoming
prominent among bird nests and
this factor is contributing to the
extinction rate of various species.
Human beings must become
aware of the problems stemming
from the use of these chlorinated
hydrocarbons, and our goal
should be "the elimination of the
use of persistent toxic pesticides."
(President's Science Advisory
Commission Report , 1963)

water pollution:
Not a drop to drink
by Ro Robertson

This is America the Beautiful.
Virtually every river , lake , stream,
and pond in the United States is
polluted to some degree . More
than 2,600 communities still
discharge raw sewage in our
waterways. In 1968 , 15,2 36,000
fish were kiJled by pollution . The
Great Lakes are dying. The Santa
Barbara oil spills caused
devastating destruction to
landscape , marine, and wild life .

The Garden State is not safe
from this killer pollution . Just
I 00 miles off the coasts of New
Jersey and New York , our Army
Corps of Engineers allowed
dumping of sewage sludge which
caused contamination of the
surrounding waters . The sludge
contained a toxic material that
removes oxygen from the water
resulting in the destruction of
marine life .
Pollution in New Jersey 's
waters has deformed and killed

fish, making them unfit for
human consumption. Pollution
has created finless fish . It can
cause fish to become infertiJe so
that many species will eventually
become extinct.
The overwhelming water
pollution problem takes place in
many forms: municipal wastes
and industrial outflow; pesticides
and fertilizer run-0ff from
agricultural operations; radiation
from atomic generating plants ;
and chemical disposal from
military uses. Pollution results
from many activities of both man
and nature . Water becomes
polluted when wastes from these
activities flow into waterways in
such quantities that the natural
cleansing process is lessened or
completely destroyed. The result
is visible and unhealthy pollution.
Are there solutions to these
problems? The biggest problem is
money . $26 billion is needed in
the next five years. The cost of
clean water is almost impossible
to meet. Money is needed in areas
of municipal treatment works ,
sanitary sewer construction, and
industrial waste treatment. The
fight to preserve water from
pollution is tied up in money and
politics.
Meanwhile, ugly , costly ,
insidious POLLUTION is filling
our lakes, streams, and estauries
with scum, foam, oil, garbage, and
other wastes .

Survey on the Women's Liberation Movement

TEACHING AND
TEACHING TEACHERS
IN:
Malaysia, Micronesia, Honduras, Jamaica,
Iran, Morocco, Tunisia, Turkey, Cameroon,
Chad, Dahomey, Ivory Coast, Niger, Senegal,
Togo, Upper Volta, Ghana, Sierra Leone,
The Gambia, Uganda, Korea, Bolivia, Philippines,
British Honduras, Dominican Republic,
Eastern Caribbean, Guyana, Nicaragua, Peru,
Venezuela, Afghanistan, Ceylon, India.-

Sex .......... Age ... ..... .. Profession ....... .... ....... ..... ....... ............. .... ..... .
Marital Status ........................................ .................................... .... .
1.
Do you approve of the Women's liberation Movement?
2.
Do you think women have a place in politics?
3.
Do you think women should hold prominent positions in:

4.
5.
6.
7.

church. .. . . . .... government .......... business ......... .
others ......... . none ......... .
Would you be willing and co-operative under a female
supervisor or co-ordinator?
Do you think abortion laws should be regulated by: all
voters.......... women voters .......... men voters .. ... .... .
Do you feel that women should get paid maternity leave?
Being employed in the same position as a man, a woman
receives $1600 less for clerical work, $1900 less for
semi-skilled work, and $2600 less for professional work,
yearly . Do you feel that men and women should get equal
wages?
WHY OR WHY NOT ...................... ·. :·............................... .

~-·

If you have a major or minor in primary or

secondary education, math or science, find out
about Peace Corps education programs beginning
this summer.
See the Peace Corps liaison on campus or:
CONTACT: Peace Corps (212)-620-3416
201 Varick St., New York, N. Y. 10014

8.
8.

9.
10.

········ ·····················································································

MALES : If women got equal rights, would you still grant
them certain courtesies such as; opening doors, tee.?
FEMALES: If you had equal rights, do you feel men would
continue giving you such courtesies as opening doors, ect.?
Do you feel men should share the responsibilities of family
and home?
What do you feel is a woman's role in society?

l
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"grass at newark state?" Collegiate Collage:
colleges plan varied
events for Earth Day
by Ina Wh ite
A funeral for a river, "eco-tours," and the sale of carnations, not
to mention numerous seminars and lectures, are just a sample of the
activities being planned at some 1,000 colleges across the country for
Earth Day, April 22, to dramatize and emphasize the urgent
environmental problems.

* buses to run a "deadwood
University of Tennessee* may* charter
trail" tour to local polluted spots in contrast in Knoxville's popular
"dogwood trail." Similar "eco-tours" to selected areas of pollution are
also planned at the University of North Carolina.

*

*

*

At University of California at Berkely and Stanford University,

Grass is due to replace the
traditional mud at Newark State
when the members of Mrs.
Kelland's Urban Resource class
team up with other students and
faculty to clean up the litter on
campus and plant new grass,
plants and trees. The clean-up and
planting is scheduled to take place
on Sunday , April 26th and will
end with a picnic at 5 or 6 PM.
Now here's the catch . To be
successful , the project will require

tools , (rakes , shovels,
spreaders, rollers, etc.) and
money. To collect money for .
grass seed, members of the class
will be in the college center and in
Willis Hall beginning April 20th to
·ask for donations.
people,

Meanwhile , if you wish to
participate in this project or can
loan tools for the project , there is
a sign up sheet on the bulletin
board in the Geography lab , in
W.402A where you may sign up

to volunteer time and tools.
"Give Green a Chance"

* * * *

If you wish to attend the free
picnic for workers at the "Johnny
Appleseed Day" project, you
must sign the sheet in W402A,
G eorgraphy Lab by I 2 PM
Wednesday , April 22. The picnic
will begin about 5 :30, April 26.
If you are bringing tools, be
sure they are marked so that you
can identify them . We cannot be
responsible for lost articles, ct<.:.

1980 - everywhere u.s.a.
The year is 1980 - the place Everywhere U.S.A . You can walk
up to your frien dly neighborhood
air machine and - for a price get a wiff of fresh clean air . But
don't leave your filter off too
long .... If you are fortunate to
be among the wealthy you may
still be able to enjoy the luxury of
real vegetables at mealtime - use
of pesticides and artificial
fertilizers have made them as rare
and expensive as emeralds ....
Better watch out for bootleg
water - with few real sources
escaping suffocation death the
price of the real thing is
outrageous
accept no
imitation! ... On a clear (?) day
you can see the higher, larger,

denser skyscrapers.... And societies, labor organizations and
remember parks - well no more. health groups began a movement
Sound unbelievable? Well it's designating t his Wednesday, April
just part of what Senator Gaylord 22 as Earth Day. The cause was
Nelson
(D - Wisc) calls quickly picked up - college
"Progress-American Style." students across the nation who
Nelson claims this progress means have planned a variety of
yearly up to "172 million tons of programs ranging from al l-day
smoke and fumes, seven million teach-ins on their campus to
junked cars, 20 million tons of funerals for internal combustion
paper, 48 billion cans and 28 engines and by-ins in parking lots.
billion bottles." He also forsees On the Newark State Campus, the
between 75 and 80 per cent of the ·Environ m_e n t Education
species of living animals becoming Coordination Committee chaired
extinct within the next quarter by Ken Wilson, has sponsored a
century.
series of films and lectures on the
In an effort to wake America crisis in our Environment through
up to her own self-destruction, the last two months culminated
Nelson, together with by an all-day teach-in in
representatives from conservation conjunction with National Earth
Day.
The national government has
shown concern for the mounting
problem of environmental
pollution. In addition to using the
environmental crisis as the
cornerstone of his State of the
Union message, President Nixon
has sent some 23 legislative
measures to Congress and 14
nationwide clean-up programs
executive orders. Among the
presidential suggestions are :

Underclassmen
Take Note·
Or Else ...

Next Week's Independent
will contain all the
information you'll need
.·to register for the
Fall 1970 Semester

- development of federal air
and water pollution control
standards.
- establishments of $10,000 a
day fines for offenders .
- stronger federal law against
automobile pollution and federal
regulation on fuel composition.
- study and research on better
land use and reuse of waste
materials.

SO WHEN YOU GET T HE INDEPE NDE NT
IN T HE MAIL - DON 'T THROW IT OUT OR USE IT FOR MU LCH - EVEN THOUGH
IT IS ENVIRONMENTAL'

All this is commendable - but
the fact still remains that all the
legislation and talk in the world
won't improve condition s without
individual cooperatio n. After all WHAT'S 1HE DIFFERENC E IF

WE DON'T WAKE UP.

students are considering picketing local polluters and holding a
"smorgasbord" at their plants - dumping garbage on their doorsteps. In
Chicago , a rally may be staged in Civic Center Plaza by students at the
University of Chicago to demonstrate against "inadequate" handling of
the city's environmental problems. Another Chicago-based group , the
Campaign against Pollution, whose members include students and
faculty from Roosevelt University, is organizing a consumers payment
boycott against Commonwealth Edison . Participants are being asked to
put their electric bill payments into a trust fund to be turned over to
Commonwealth Edison ''when the company has a prompt, specific.
anti-pollution program which the Campaign, in open sess_ion, finds
acceptable."

*

*

*

*

*

*

In New Jersey, Montclair State College may stretch Earth Day
activities to a full week, although still concentrating on the 22 . l;'he
program will include the showing of slides of major pollution problems
in the Essex-Passaic County area, featuring the Passaic river, and " think
conservation" buttons and bumper stickers will be made available .
Newark Rutgers Conservation Club is selling carnations to raise
the year-round efforts of the club . Upsala College has also formed a
group for a year-round action, students for an Ecologically Aware
Society. Members intend to inform the public about over-population
and pollution through speeches to local schools in Essex County and
weekly broadcasts over their campus radio station, WFMU.

* * of Technology
*
Students at Stevens Institute
will pronounce the
Hudson R iver "dead of pollution" and bury it in a mock funeral.
Students plan a torchlight procession to the waterfront area near the
school where the funeral service will be held in conjunction with an

outdoor meeting at which representatives of government, industry, and
education will speak on va rious aspects of ecology .
Several student groups from Stevens will also hand out literature
emphasizing the role of the private citizen in the fight for a better
environment to local residents and probably to commuters who pass
through Hoboken on Erie-Lackawanna and PATH trains.

* from
* Stevens had planned to
Still anot her group of *st udents
cha llenge men from other colleges to a swim across the Hudson to
dramatize the poll ution in the river. However, health authorities have
discouraged the students, warning of the dangers of contracting a
disease. It was learned that a Stevens student who swam the Hudson 40
years ago developed hepatitis and pollution has increased considerably
since then. What an eloquent statement of what Earth Day is all about!!

humans -

unfit to eat

by M.A. Leidell
produced by the injection or
According to the· Food and feeding of powerful hormones
Drug Administration standards, which add weight in the form of
human beings are unfit to eat water and fat. Poultry is reared on
because their fatty tissue averages a diet which includes antibiotics
approximately 12 ppm of DDT. and the grain residue of hexane
Mothers are being encouraged to extracted oils". Hexane is a
avoid breast-feeding as their milk petroleum solvent , which allows
contains more DDT than is manufacturers to extract 20%
allowed in cows milk. (DDT is 2-6 more oil from food objects, while
times the amount allowed in milk robbing the oil of phospholipids
for commercial sale.) To reduce and tocophernols essential for cell
our DDT content somewhat, the and brain composition. They also
following practices could be function as natural antioxidants,
employed:
thereby eliminating the need for
Peel all fruit before eating it such preservatives as BHA, BHT ,
apples, pears, etc. - the skin etc.
absorbs the major portion of the
DDT sprays. Try to avoid eating
An.. outstanding and pioneer
foods containing preservatives and magazine in the field of healthful
artificial flavors and colors, these living •is:~ Prevention magazine,
include commercially produced published by J.I. Rod ale . This
white bread, potato chips, candy, magazine has been advertised on
many cereals, etc. These additives the WOR radio station and is a
do not provide nourishment magazine that all should be
instead they allow products to familiar with, particularly those
'' sit on a shelf' indefinitly who are actively interested in
without becoming stale. They also ecology (wh ich should include
allow manufacturers to reap larger all !) Additional inform ation can
profits.
be gleaned by writing to Rodale
Other food facts include - Press, Inc., 33 East Minor Street,

"Large quantities of meat are

Emmaus, Pa.
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THE AIR YOU BREATHE IS KILLING YOU
In the shadow of the city
Smoke blots out the sun
People hiding in the subway
No place for them to run
The mayor makes his speeches
"There must be something I can do "
But for now the air you breathe
Is killing you
Factories built around the river
As your car goes passing by
You recognize the odor
And roll up the window with a sigh
And you never really realize
As your car goes passing through
That it's the air you breathe
That 's killing you
Autos in a traffic jam
Deadly fumes which they exhaust
The men in Detroit getting richer
Though a few lives may be lost
Profiteers, for a penny
Not a thing they wouldn 't do
And now the air you breathe
Is killing you
Yes, this is the price of automation
As with our very lives we pay
The poison gas tears at your lungs
And numbers your every day
So with one last breath of air you ask
'How can nature be so cruel?'
But it's not nature's air
That's killing you
Dave Lichtenstein

April 17, 1970 .
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Officers-Elect Publish
Past Record of Council Members
Dear Fellow Students,
Yesterday, April 16th, you elected the people that will represent YOU as your class representativ~s for
the coming year. Their position is of upmost importance, therefore, we hope the people you elected will do
the job. Our Student Organization needs a strong, working council, composed of members who are dedicated
to the students, not their egos.
.
Below are the '69-70 council members and their attendance records. If you feel re-elected council
members will not do an adequate job, it might be advisable to personally consult these individuals to give
them a chance to explain their past records and have them guarantee a better year for you.
Thank you,
Dave Lichtenstein
Tony Levi
President, Elect Vice-President, Elect
Student Organization Student Organization

JUNIORS
S. Glickman ................
D. Lichtenstein ............ .
T. Lindia ... .... . . . ... .....
J. Nemeth .... ...... ... . .. .
T. Sa ................. · ...
M. Splendorio ...... . ... ....
K. May ... . .... . . .. . . ......

.
.
.
.
·
.
.

D. Walsh ............. . .... . .

ABSENCES
ASOF

C.B.A.
MOTION

CLASS OF 73
CONSTITUTION

DUE
PROCESS

4/9/70

5/23/69

1/9/70

1/8/70

3½

yes
yes

no
yes
yes
yes
abstained
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
abstained
yes
yes

½
l
2
I½

½
2½
4

yes
yes
yes

SOPHOMORES
yes
yes
yes
I
J. Albert .... . . . . .... .. ... . . .
yes
yes
5
M. Durma ........ . ... ... ... •
yes
yes
yes
0
J . Harrison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
yes
yes
yes
0
T. Levi ........ .. .. ........ •
yes
yes
3
B. Pierce ... . ........ . ...... .
yes
no
yes
2
R. Riley .. ...... . . . ... .. . .. .
yes
no
2½
R. Yarem .... . . ..... ..... .. .
yes
yes
yes
½
B. Young . . .... .. . . ........ .
FRESHMAN
abstained
yes
B. Bruno . ........... .. .... .
D. Chiginsky . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .
2
~::
~::
R. Linken .. .. .. .. .. • • • · · · · · ·
½
s
S. Mododlo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I½
yes
ye
J. Schneckloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3½
.
yes
_ p M M yes
Starting May J, 1970, The Student Organization office hours will be from 9 :30 A.M . to 9. 3 0 . . on
y thru Friday .
Phone 289-4550 feel free to caJI any time during these hours.
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More Sound
(Continued from Page 4)

have to aim for is the right to kill ;
o~ce they have reached this
milestone they can proceed to
bury the country. Just look
around you , it's bound to scare
you.
M.H.'73

What do
you mean?
To the Editors:
We're a group of Newark State
students who are doing a seminar

on women's liberation and we
would like to know what you
implied by your pictorial
comment on the Women's
Liberation Movement in the
March 13 , 1970 issue of the

INDEPENDENT.
We would like the reaction of
your readers to the following
survey. Anyone who wishes to fill
out this survey, please leave them
in mailbox number 267.
U.S . History Class 204-05
Ed note - Take the comment for
what it's worth. The survey is
on page 10.

THE
PHY. ED. MAJOR
·sAID
JOCUIARLY:

April 21, 1967
DEMOCRACY DIED IN
GREECE
April 21, 1970
TALK ON

Greece:
Europe's Oldest Democracy;
Newest Police State
SPEAKER:

HEX ROOM
1:40 PM

DR. J. SHENIS
Political Science Dept.

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!
SEND US
YOUR
AD-VERBIAL
PUNS ABOUT

COLLEGE
MAJORS. IF
PUBLISHED,
WE'LL SEND
YOUA
REFRESHING
REWARD.
COLLEGE BOX 482
C) MILLER BREW. CO.

MILW., WIS. 53201
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Ted Kennedy Speaks on Voting Rights
by Maureen E. Higgins

Senator Edward M. Kennedy ,
in recerit testimony before a
Senate subcommittee stated : "I
believe the time has come to
lower the voting age in the United
States, and thereby to bring

Wash, wet, soak, hunt,
squint, wash , soak, wet, cry a little.
Contact lenses were designed to be a convenience . And
they are up to a point. They 're
convenient enough to wear,
once you get used to them , but,
until recently, you had to use
two or more different lens solutions to properly prepare and
maintain contacts . You
needed two or three different bottles , lens cases, and
you went through more than
enough daily rituals to make
even the most steadfast individuals consider dropping out.
But now caring for your contacts can be as convenient as
wearing them . Now there's Lensine, from the makers of Murine.
Lensine is the one lens solution
designed for complete contact
lens care . . . preparing, cleansing , and soaking .

American youth into the
mainstream of our political
process. To me , this is the most
important single principle we can
pursue as a nation if we are to
succeed in bringing our youth into
full and lasting participation in

Just
a drop or
two of Lensine before
you insert
your lens prep a res it for
your eye. Lensine makes your
contacts, which are made of
modern plastics, compatible
with your eye. How? Lensine is an " isotonic" solution . That means it's
made to blend with the
eye's natural fluids . So
a simple drop or two
coats the lens, forming a
sort of comfort zone around
it.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine fights
bacteria and foreign deposits that build up during the course of the day. •
And for overnight soaking , Lensine provides a
handy contact canister on

are far better equipped intellectually , physically , and
emotionally - to make the
type of choices involved in
voting than were past
generations of youth. Many
experts believe that today's
18-year-old is at least the
equal . . . of a 21-year-old of
his father's generation, or a
2S-year-old of his grandfather's
generation."
2) "By lowering the voting age
to 18, we will encourage civic
responsibility at an earlier age
and thereby promote lasting
social involvement and political
participation for our youth . . .
In 1963, President Kennedy's
Commission on Registration
and Voting Participation
attributed Io w voting
participation (in the 21-30 age bracket)tothefactthat . .. by
the time they have turned
21 ... many young people are
so far removed from the
stimulation of the educational
process that their interest in
public affairs has waned. Some
may be lost as voters for the
rest of their lives . . . By
lowering the voting age, we will
extend the franchise both
upward and downward by
providing a strong incentive for
greater political involvement
and understanding. We will
enlarge the meaning of
participatory democracy. We
will give our youth a new arena
for their idealism, activism, and
energy."
3) "18-year-olds already have
many rights and responsibilities
in our society comparable to
v o t i n g. I t does not
automatically follow, of course
simply because an

our institutions of democratic
government . . ."
Following a heated debate
concerning proposed voting rights
legislation , the Senate voted by a
large majority to adopt an
amendment sponsored by Senator
Kennedy and Senate Majority
Leader Mike Mansfield which
would enable 18-year-olds to vote
in all elections - federal, state ,
• and local - as of January 1, I 971.
Senate debate regarding this
amendment to the proposed
Voting Rights bill concerned two
principal questions: the policy of
extending the franchise to include
18-year-olds, and, whether
Congress has the Constitutional
power to change the voting age by
statute rather than by
Constitutional amendment.
In his testimony, Senator
Kennedy summarized the major
principles upon which he bases his
support of a lowered voting age:
I) "Our young people today

the bottom of every bottle . Soaking your contacts in Lensine between wearing periods assures
you of proper lens hygiene.
Improper scorage between
wearings permits the growth of
bacteria on your :enses . This is a
sure cause of eye irritation and,
in some cases, it can endanger
your vision . Bacteria cannot grow
in Lensine. Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic .
Let your contacts be the convenience they were designed to
be. The name of the game is
Lensine . Lensine, made by
the Murine Company, Inc.

Are you
cutout for
contact
sports?

The
other
.o dor

No feminine spray
can stop it.
The "other" odor. It starts in
the vaginal tract where no spray
can work. You can't spray it
away. And it's more offensive
than external odor caused by
perspiration.
That's the reason you need
Norforms•... the second deodorant.™ These til)y suppositories
kill germs-stop odor in the vaginal tract for hours. Something
no spray can do. And doctortested Norforms can be used as
often as necessary. They insert
easily, quickly.
Get Norforms' protection for
the "other" odor no spray can
stop.

The second deodorant.

r

I

I
I

II
II
I

FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK ,,
plus informative booklet! Write: I
Norwich Pharmacal Co.,_ Dept.
CN, Norwich, N.Y. 13815 (i.nclose I
. 25¢ for maihna, handlina.

Nam,.,________
Stree,t--------City
State_ _ _ _~iµ..p_ __
Don't foraet your zip code.

I
I
I
'1
I

L--------------...1

18-year-old goes to war , or
works, or marries , or makes a
contract , or pays taxes, or
drives a car, or owns a gun, or
is held criminally responsible ,
like an adult - that he thereby
should be entitled to vote.
Each right or responsiblity in
our society presents unique
questions dependent on the
particular issue at stake.
Nonetheless .. can we really
maintain that it is fair to grant
them all these rights, and yet
withold the right that matters
most, the right to participate in
choosing the government under
which they live?"
4) "Our present experience
with voting by persons under
21 justifies its extension to the
entire nation. By lowering the
voting age, we will improve the
overall quality of the
electorate, and make it more
truly representative of our
society. By adding our youth
to the electorate we will gain a
group of enthusiastic, sensitive,
idealistic, and vigorous new
voters."
Senator Kennedy believes that
Congressional action on the voting
age at this time is "both necessary
and appropriate." The most
obvious method of Federal action
is by amending the Constitution,
however, Senator Kennedy
believes that Congress has the
authority to act in this area by
statute, and to enact legislation
establishing a lower, uniform,
minimum voting age.
Due to the "urgency of the
issue," the Massachusetts Senator
believes that "there are overriding
considerations in favor of federal
action by statute to accomplish
thegoal."
The decision whether to
proceed · by Constitutional
amendment or by statute is a
difficult problem for the
Congress. One of the most
important considerations is the
procedure involved in actually
passing a Constitutional
amendment by two-thirds of the
Congress, and three-fourths of the
State legislatures. The lengthy
process involved in the ratification
of a Constitutional amendment
would delay actual voting by
18-year-olds for at least several
years.
lt is Senator Kennedy's hope
that his amendment to the Voting
Rights bill now pending on the
Senate floor will be enacted,
thereby avoiding "the arduous
route of Constitutional
amendment."
In his testimony, Kennedy
cited several of the powers vested
in the Congress by the
Constitution, and also Supreme
Court decisions which establish
precedent for Congressional
legislations lowering the voting
age.
He feels, however, that if a
statute to· reduce the voting age is
enacted, it · should include a
specific provision to insure rapid
judicial determination of its
validity, in order that litigation
challenging the legislation may be
completed at the earliest possible
date.
Senator Kennedy also pointed
out that essentially the same
Constitutional arguments which
he made during his testimony
(Continued on Page 18)
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STOP and THINK before you buy
the products you use
Could kl.II your ch1·1d
(Reprinted from pamphlet of ENACT ·
Environmental Action For Survival
"Every 8 seconds a new American is born. He is
a disanning little thing, but he begins to scream
loudly in a voice that can be heard for seventy
years. He is screaming for 56,000,000 gallons of
water, 21,000 gallons of gasoline, 10,150 pounds of
meat, 28,000 pounds of milk and cream, 9,000
pounds of wheat, and great storehouses of all other
foods, drinks, and tobaccos. These are his lifetime
demands of his country and its economy. • • • He is
heralded as a prodigious consumer in a nation that
accounts for one-fifteenth of the earth 's people but
consumes half of its total product."
Rienow and Rienow
MOMENT IN THE SUN
It is time that ALL OF US consider what our
buying habits are doing to our environment. There
is something that you can do ; consider these facts :
PACKAGING
One of the gimmicks adopted by food
companies to persuade you to buy their products is
the use of large amounts of flashy packaging
materials. In addition to often misleading you by
making it appear that you are buying more than you
really are, the use of large amounts of packaging
materials is a flagrant waste of natural resources.
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about. Stop buying throw-away, nonreturnable
bottles, and demand that the stores you shop at
stock only returnable bottles.
DETERGENTS
The detergents you buy vary in their
phosophate contents.
Phosphates act as fertilizers in lakes and streams
and result in enrichment to the point of choking the
water with algae and bacteria. This results in a
drastic decrease in the oxygen content of the water
and the death of many of the fish . This is, in part,
what has happened to Lake Erie.
Phosphates are difficult to remove from our
waterways and add greatly to the cost of sewage
treatment.
Don't be fooled into buying detergents that
claim to be bio-degradable. All detergents are
bio-degradable, as of 1965. The phosphate content
has no relationship to the bio-degradability of the
detergents.
WHAT CAN YOU DO:
Stop buying detergents containing high
phosphate levels. Use Cold Water All, Trend, Wisk,
Diaper Pure, or soap powders such as Lux and
Ivory-Snow. Don't Use Axion, Bio-Ad, Biz, Salvo,
Oxidon, Tide, and Bold.

·-

~aJr.·. ·

Whose schizophrenic? Him? Me? The other guy? Can anybody
help? When does a human being stop being a complete entity operating
on many levels? What does it mean to say, "I'm into my head. That's
where its at". Is that all there is to it? Isn't there anything more?
So often I've heard it said and been told, "If you haven't tripped
we can't relate". Am I the only loser when I'm turned off this way?
Please , give me the opportunity to meet all of you and you meet all of
me. I'm head, heart , hearing, seeing, feeling , thinking, hurting, happy,
and happening the same as you, and you, and you . Can't we be more
than druggies together? If we heard the same group, saw the same
movie , went the same place on vacation we can rap about that. Why so
exclusive about the drug scene? It hurts - aren't you a human being _
maybe you have an answer I'll never find alone. But help me see what
you have and I'll let you in on me . You seem to cast out the rest of
humanity, is that your "love"? I wonder if you understand that it
doesn't feel like you love me , want to understand me , even try to know
me or let me try to know , understand , and love you? Are we that
different that all communication is cut off?
When you talk of it being in your head - your up head, your
down head - your sex head - your anti-establishment head - where
does it all come from? Isn't there any common core to you? I don't say
I know all of me - but I feel a centrality to me - that makes me all one
- hating - loving - being - wondering - uncertain - unsure - seeking
- trying to know but its a oneness of me doing it all _ What about
you? Take a chance on me! Come talk to me - here in STONE.
Thank you,
Just a Pebble

environmental problems
solved by Trojans

· L"~1'
In one year we use enough big. trees to build a
ten-foot boardwalk thirty times around the equator.
Much of this wood is used to manufacture paper
and carboard for packaging.
''
Packaging materials are seldom resuable, and
are discarded at a phenomenal rate. Each year in the
U.S. , nearly 20 million tons of paper and 4 million
tons of plastics are disca rded as trash . This makes a
large contribution to both our solid wastes problem
and our air pollution problem ( when these wastes
are burned).
WHAT YOU CAN DO: Demand that goods be sold with a minimum of
packaging (toothpaste and shampoos need not be
sold in a box , for example). Next time you are
tempted to buy a product wrapped in three layers
of plastic and sealed in pretty colored paper,
remember that you will be breathing that stuff soon
after you throw it away.
·
Reuse containers such as bags and boxes as
·many times as possible , and do not accept paper
bags in stores unless you really need them. Take
your own bag or basket with you when you go
shopping.
If you really want to make your point, then
next time you go shopping take your empty milk
cartons with you. When you reach the checkout
stand, empty the milk from the store's containers
into your empty carton and return the store's
carton to the checkout clerk!
BOTTLES
Each year in the U.S., 26 billion bot ties are
discarded - 26 billion objects which are slow to
decompose and which waste our natural resources.
New York State estimates is costs them 30c for
every bottle they collect - 7 times the cost of
manufacturing that bottle in the first place ; that
money comes out of the taxpayers' pockets. The
bottling industry' s refusal to pay the slightly higher
costs of making and reusing returnable bottles is
costing YOU plenty!
WHAT YOU CAN DO:
The bottling industry must be forced to change
back to returnable bottles ; economic pressure can
bp used by consumers to help bring this change
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the label! Discover the phosphate
content. Compare Axion 's 43.7% phosphate content
with Cold Water All's 9.8%.
Use soap , not detergent, and scouring wires, not
cleansers.

* * *

The industries, supermarkets, and consumers all
share the blame for the environmental crisis we now
face . The industries and supermarkets continue to
make and sell products that are damaging to the
environment, and we the consumers continue to
buy them.
Our attitudes must change, and they must
change soon for our selfishness and ignorance is
rapidly reducing the earth's capacity to support
human life.
BE RESPONSIBLE, USE SOAP, NOT DETERGENT
PRODUCTS WITH PHOSPHATES
Laundry Detergents (Tide, Fab, etc .)
Dishwasher Powders (Cascade, etc.)
Some Water Softeners (Calgon, etc.)
Floor and Wall Cleaners (Spic and Span, etc .)
Enzyme Presoaks (B i o-Ad, Ax i on, etc.)
Scouring Cleaners
PRODUCTS WITHOUT, OR VERY LOW
IN PHOSPHATES
Soap Powders (Lux, Ivory Snow, Maple Leaf, etc.)
Dishwashing liquids (all OK)
Borax, (e.g. Arm and Hammer)
Use scouring wires, Curly-Kate ,
pumice, and BAKING SODA
READ THE LABEL!
PHOSPHATES IN DETERGENTS:
Following is a list of the percentages of phosphates in
major detergents, as compiled in a study by limnetics, a
Milwaukee consulting concern .
(From the NEW YORK TIMES.\
AXION (Colgate-Palmolive) . • • ..... . . ..• . . .. .. .43. 7%
Bl Z (Proctor and Gamble) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.4%
BIO -AD (Colgate -Palmolive) •... . .. . ... . .... . .. 35 .5 %
SAL VO (Proctor and Gamble) ...•. .. • . . . . . . .. . . 35 .3%
OXYDOL (Proctor and Gamble) • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30.7%
TIDE (Proctor and Gamble) .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .... 30.6%
BOLD (Proctor and Gamble) . . . • ... . .. . . . .... . . 30.2%
AJAX LAUNDRY (Colgate-Palmolive) . . . . . . . . .. . 28 .2%
PUNCH (Colgate-Palmolive) . • . . . • . . . . .... .. . .. 25 .8 %
DRIVE (Lever Brothers) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . _ ... 25.3%
DR EFT (Proctor and Gamble) .. .. .... . .... .. . . . 24.5%
GAi N (Proctor and Gamble) . .... . . .... . . . . . ... 24.4 %
DUZ (Proctor and Gamble) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 23.1%
BONUS (Proctor and Gamble) ... ..... ... .• ... . . 22.3%
BREEZE (Lever Brothers) . . . . . ... .. ... . ... . . . . 22.2%
CHEER (Proctor and Gamble) . .... .. . . . . . . . . . .. 22.0%
FAB (Colgate-Palmolive) .... .. ... .. .... . •... .. 21.6 %
COLD POWER (Colgate-Palmolive) . . . . . . . . . . . ... 19.9%
COLD WATER ALL (Lever Brothers) . . . . . • . . . . _ .. 9.8%
WISK (Lever Brothers) . . . .... . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . 7 .6%
DIAPER PURE (Boule-Midwest, Inc.) . . .. ... . . . . . . 5 .0%
TREND (Purex Corporation) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.4%
SIERRA CLUB

helping to eliminate lead particle
emissions which add to the
pollution problem . The company
is already testing experimental
low-emission cars with internal
com bust ion engines that are
cleaner than steam cars. Virtually
emission-free engines are being
planned by 197 5. The company is
spending almost $126 million on
facilities to reduce air and water
pollution in its manufacturing
plants. Contracts with Koppers
Company will insure development
of a new way to control smoke
when coke ovens are charged and
emptied.
Legislators are also doing their
part in trying to clean up all areas
of our environment by
introducing bills such as the Air
For example , many industries Quality Act, establish an office of
are making pioneering efforts to noise pollution , and to research
control air and water pollution . and develop low-emission
Armco Steel Corporation is vehicles), the Water Quality
replacing its polluting open hearth Improvement Act (to sit liability
furnaces with brand new electric and guarantee clean-up of oil spills
furnace shops , many of which are and to prohibit water pollution by
equipped with high -e nergy any federal agency), and the
scrubbers to wash dirt particles National Mining and Mineral s Act
from the air. In another effort to (to increase domestic minerals
combat air pollution they have production). Several bills designed
also built a three-story " vacuum to expand services and research on
c leaner" in Baltimore which family planning are al-so being
collects dust particles from the air discussed.
Most importantly , citizens
and stores it until it can be safely
across
the country are becoming
buried . Electrostatic precipitators
at many plants eliminate the "red aware of the pollution problem
smoke" typical of steel mills. and are banding together in
Water clarifiers and treatment numerous groups include the
centers, such as the one in Sierra Club , Friends of the Earth ,
Middleton , Ohio which supplies and the League of Conservation
clean, recycled water at the rate Voters.
Just a quick look around can
of I 00,000 gallons per minute , are
prove
there's much to be done ,
being built at many of the mills.
least we're making a start.
Research engineers at the but
corporation are currently working
to solve the problem of emissions
of gas and smoke from coal
coking operatings and even to
design noise out of new facilities .
TO HARVEY
At the Ford Motor Company,
WALLBANGER'S QUEEN!
1971 , car models are being
Your Sisters
modified to work satisfactorily on
Love You
non-leaded gasoline , thereby
by Ina White
A public relations brochure
from Armco Steel Corporation
relates that a remarkable example
of the tendency of man to pollute
his environment was found in the
earliest existence of the Grecian
city of Troy. Archeologists say
that the people of Troy merely
dropped their food scraps on the
floor and went on living right on
top of them. Gradually the floor
level rose and eventually the door
would not open. Their solution?
They merely adjusted the door.
The solutions to the
environmental problems of today
are far from that simple, but
several steps are being taken to
stop further pollution of our
environment.
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Music:
"Goodbye David Seville"

welcome sulphur dioxide

• • •

by Ro Robertson
Welcome Sulphur Dioxide
Hello Carbon Monoxide
The Air The Air
Is Everwhere
Vapor and Fume
At the Stone of my Tomb
Breathing Like
A Sullen Perfume
Eating at
The Stone of my Tomb
Breathe Deep
While You Sleep
Breathe Deep
from HAIR

Any doubt on this subject can
now be dropped as the group has
turned out one of its finest efforts
in the "He Ain't Heavy, He's My
Brother" lP (EPIC-BN 26538).
The album, although inferior
to the English product, is
excellent for an American record
(save the cover, which is most
ridiculous), and will even satisfy
the headphone freaks who
frequently complain of bad
separation or muddled sound .
The best feature of the album
are the fine vocal tapestries woven
by the group. To me the Hollies

Breathe deep. You aren't
breathing the clean air you
learned about in biology . Each
year approximately 200 million
tons of waste is poured into the
air and falls right back down on
America.
Air pollution is the product of
two major sources -

stationary

em it t er s (ind us t ry) and
automobiles . Automobiles
contribute 94.6 million tons of
waste per year. Automobile
exhaust emits five principle gases
and chemicals into the
atmosphere. Breathe deep . You
are inhaling carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, sulphur oxide,
various oxides of nitrogen and
even tiny particles of lead.
Air pollution is easy to take for
granted. It is only annoying to our
senses of sight and smell. Why
should you be concerned about
air pollution? Polluted air rots and
soils clothes ; rusts metals, mars
rponuments and .buiJdings; cuts
down on visibility ; creates eye
irritations , · emphysema ,
respiratory cancer; softens animal
bones ; kills trees ; rains chemicals
on plants; darkens skies; traps
fumes ; and kills, among other
things .
'
Polluted air contains carbon
monoxide, a colorless, odorless,
deadly poison. Polluted air is
cutting down on the amoung of
sunlight reaching us on earth. New
York loses almost 25 % of its
sunlight to ·smog. Staten Island
residents are subjected to polluted
air
blown from
the
Bayonne-Elizabeth industrial
complex. Respiratory cancer kills
55 men to I 00,000 over 45 .
Polluted air kills.
Yet practically nothing is being
done to stop pollution .
Surprisingly, the existing New
Jersey laws are the STRONGEST
in the nation and are adequate to
provide remedies to combat air
pollution . Possibly with the will
to spend the money to enforce
the laws , we can save ourselves
from choking to death.

The Hollies are an old group .
They came over with the British
barrage of 1964, and were among
the best of the English groups .
They' re music was too far ahead
of its time to sell very well (with
some exceptions - "Bus Stop"
and "Stop, Stop , Stop" being
among them) , but record sales in
England and Europe kept the
group in money. After Graham
Nash left to join those other two
guys, there was a lot of skepticism
about how the Hollies would
sound without their supposed
driving force . Well , with Terry
Sylvester · replacing · Nash , the
group wowed the critics with their
last album "The Hollies Sing ·
Dylan" . But it still remained to be
seen what could be done on the
original side. Sure, they could do
Dylan well enough , but, could
they do the. Hollies?

are Crosby , Stills, and Nash minus
the Chipmunks (whom the latter' s
vocals sometime remind me of) .
Alan Clarke . the lead vocalist, has
one of the really great voices of
rock. He has a beautiful range and
can control his tone so as to
accentuate or draw back just
enough or just at- the right time.
Whereas a lot of groups lean
heavily upon "music with a
message" the Hollies never go past
the title tune in that respect. The
rest of the tracks are easily
relatable to you or me and are
really just a plain joy to listen to
which .is a good thing to do once
in awhile, especially when its a
record as good as this one.
The range of material runs the
gamut from the ballad (title cut)
to classical ("Reflections of a
Time Long Past") to modified
blues ("Do You Believe In Love?"
to C & W ("Please Sign Your
Letters") to good ol' rock and roll
("Please Let Me Please"). The
broad range of the music doesn't,
as one might think, tend to
disjoint the album, but rather
pulls it together, due to the unity
of the groups sound.
An orchestra is occasionally
worked into some cuts but it is
very inoffensive and
unpretencious and adds, at most
times, a nice subtle touch.
All in all, I'd be happy to have
the Hollies reamin "not heavy"
but stay just the way they are extremely talented and pleasing.

special notices
... And you viewers from all 16 states will he able to
watch as we endeavor to explore this gas bog which,
during the 20th century-believe it or not-was actually
a populated area known as "Cal-if-ornia."

•
venus 1s a dead planet
by D.B.

President Weiss, at his next
Listening Post on Tuesday, April
28th, would like to discuss with
students areas of classroom
dissatisfaction and to explore or
create means of relieving these
irritations .
At all Listening Posts since the
first one last October, there has
been recurrent grumbling about
.unchallenging classroom sessions ,
di,sputable grades, a.nd other
situations which students consider
unreasonable. Many students ,
perhaps the majority, are
reluctant to approach the faculty
directly to improve conditions.
What, then , can be done?
There are several possible ways
of coping with these frustrations .
To explore these avenues, and
possibly to . suggest new ones,
come to the Browsing Room
during the free period (I :40 PM)
on Tuesday, April 28th.

Within the past few years, atomic energy at the same time
scientists have deduced that life as nervously wondering if the next .
we lcnow it does not exist on day . the holocaust might occur.
Venus. The atmosphere is But we have ignored the fact that
poisonous; the temperature , for as long as Man has existed on
caused by the greenhouse effect this planet , he has created an
of its dense cloud-cover, is ecological imbalance which will
extremely high. Life would perish eventually destroy him and the
on Venus not but could life at one rest of the world. His wastes. His
time have existed on Venus? pesticides. His 'killing for the sake
Could the Venusians have pumped of the hunt' . His overuse of the
their industrial wastes into the air Earth's natural resources. All
and the oceans until the effect these point to· Man's Murder of
was irreversible? Then the the Planet Earth . Too often we
temperature became irregular, have thought in terms of Man vs.
* * *
causing tl).e pol ar caps to melt Nature in our literature. Have we
until the planet's land mass was ever thought of ourselves as
All students interested in
completely underwater; the seas members of a complex obtaining any part or package of
polluted and lifeless. At the same ecosyS t em?
Financial Aid for the fall of 1970
time dirty clouds formed in the
At this time I am hesitant to I must complete the necessar;
say that we are before the point fo ms now. Grant
loans
atmosphere.
We really do not know much of irreversib~ity. We need action. sc;olarships, and work 'program~
about our Sister Planet but with We need to inform others that we require not only a copy of the
the limited information we have, are dying. w_e need le~i~lation in Newark State College ' s
this indeed could have been a terms . of Buth-, PeStlcide- ,_ a nd Application form, but also a copy
Pollut1on-Control. And a bit of of the Parent's Confidential
possibility.
Venus is a dead planet - we do Hope .
.
Statement (or the Student's
The poeple of Venus I pictured Confidential Statement as the
know that. How long will it be
before the Earth too will become obviously could not come . case may be.) The st~dent or
a dead planet? Since 1950 we together. Can we? Before we parents statement required
have patted ourselves on he back become a mystery to another completion and evaluation in
either Berkeley, California or
for not destroying the world with civilization.

Princeton, New Jersey. This
means that to have all materials in
by May I , 1970, a student cannot
wait any longer. Applications
received after that date will be
considered · in light of remaining
funds .
Remember: "THERE ARE NO
AUTOMATIC AWARDS OR
AUTOMATIC RENEWALS."
A . student must apply each
year.
* * *
Barbara Ann Tuffel
Scholarship Fund, P.O. Box 734,
Townsley Branch.
If you have any contributions
to this address.
There will be a dance April 17,
I 970, Newark State College,
Whiteman Hall, Admission S0c.
If there is anyone who wishes
to help this committee please
leave a notice with Debby Minor
in Box 692 in the student center.

* * *

Student Activities
Open House Fun Day,
Wednesday1 April 23, 1970, 10:00
am.-4:00 p.m.
Visit the •.R.ecreation Room on
N.S.C. Campus located in the
Book Store. There will be music
all day free games, refreshment
and plenty of fun!!!

* * *

A Profile in Courage film
presented by the Spectrum Club.
Fredrich Douglass
Thursday April 30, 1970
I :40 Promptly W400
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facadeastronauts perceive planet
of crystal blue beauty
by Joe Oliva

At this moment , three American astronauts are privileged to gaze
into the ebony night and perceive a planet of crystal blue beauty that
appears from the depth of space to be lush and fertile . The picture is a
facade however for this mirage of beauty conceals the ugliness of a
world that is rapidly losing its capacity to support life. Man is polluting
his environment with a speed and vigor that will insure his destru.ction
with more certainty than his invention of the atomic bomb . No man
alive today has been able to escape the effects of the decaying
atmospheres he has created and until recently, when it is almost too
late, his efforts to correct the situation have been only half-hearted
attempts, hampered by his own greed and selfishness.
Man has now realized that something must be done. College
students are attacking the problem with a fervor previously reserved for
civil rights and anti-war campaigns. Politicians from both ends of the
political spectrum are seizing the ecology question and claiming that it
will be the biggest issue of the 1970's. Industry has pledged reform and
the President of the United States has stated that this must be the
decade " when American pays its debt to he past by reclaiming the
purity of the air , its waters and our living environment. It is literally
now or never."
Some ecologists feel that pollution control is the key to solving
the question . Dr. Lee DuBridge a Presidential science advisor
commented , " there has emerged one creature for whom fertility is not
a blessing but a curse. That creature is man." As a result of this theory
many family planning organizations across the nation are now
suggesting that the United States stabilize its population growth at zero .
This of course involves deeply felt personal and religious convictions
and would take considerable time and sacrifice.
In the meantime other more immediate steps are being taken to
attack the problems of water, air, and land contamination. The Nixon
Administra tion is developing a plan that would direct five to ten billion
dollar s toward the pollutio n problem and new legislation that would
help to enforce anti-pollution statues is being formulated .
The cost to our nation to re store the quality of the environment ,
will without question , be high, but as President Nixon has observed , it
must be paid. This co untry mu st at any price, establish a ba lanced
ecological system if life on earth is going to continue to survive. The
time to initiate the struggle for survival is long overdue but with the
proper discipline on the part of mankind the battle can be won.

Ted Kennedy Take a breather
(Continued from Page 15)

endorsing action by statute to
lower the voting age must also be
made by supporters, including th e
Administration , of th e
House-passed Voting Rights bi11 if
they are to justify two of the
most important provisions in the
bill:
1
the bill proposes a
nationwide ban on the use of
state literacy tests as a
qualification for voting ;
2 - the bill proposes to reduce
the length of state residence
requirements as a qualification
for voting in Presidential
elections.
The question at hand is that of
discrimination , as , Kennedy feels ,
is the case involving lowering the
voting age .
In sum , Senator Edward
Kennedy believes that the basic
Constitutional arguments
supporting the power of the
Congress to change voting
qualifications by statute are the
same in the case of literacy ,
residence or age . "So far as I am
aware ," he stated , "the
Administration proposals in the
area of literacy and residence have
encountered no substantial
opposition on Constitutional
grounds . . . If Congress has the
authority to act by statute in
these areas, as it must if the
Administration bill passed by the
House is Constitutional, then
Congress also has the authority to
act by statute to lower the voting
to 18."

,e

For health
get your Free
x-ray here
A free chest x-ray is being
given to all juniors and seniors this
year on THURSDAY , APRIL
23rd from 9 to 11 a.m. The x-ray
bus will be located by the power
plant. No a ppointment is
necessary.
If you smoke . are subject to
frequent colds , or come into
contact with large numbers of
people , a yearly chest x-ray is
recommended . Juniors who will
participate next September in the
student teaching program should
obtain an x-ray at this time .
Many boards of education and
business firms require applicants
to have a chest x-ray or tuberculin
test as part of the
pre-employment health check. In
such cases the college health
service will forward the x-ray
results to a prospective employer
or family physician upon the
written request of the student.
Seniors who are seeking teaching
positions for next year are advised
to have this chest x-ray done now
at no cost to them.
This program is also open to all
college employees. Remember the
day, APRI L 23rd 9 to 11 a.m .
Take a breather for health.

May Analyzes Violence
At Townsend Lecture
by Marylynn Franks

D r. R ollo May, noted
psychologist and author of the
best-selling book, Love and Will,
analyzed violence in relation to
the "myths" of America during a
lecture Tuesday sponsored by the
Townsend Lectu re Committee at
Newark State.
Dr. May contends that to
understand violence, one must
consider society's value structure,
the source of it's myths. Essential
to this concept is that May defines
myths as the "unconscious
structures by which men relate to
one another." Therefore, the
problem of violence in America
becomes a question of " What has
gone wron g with American
myths" and is a re sultant of a
disintegr a ting value system .
Without strong myths, people
flounder, he stated ; deteriorated
myths " leave us witho ut a
spiritual structure ."
Outlining some of the negative
aspects of American society
however, Dr. May criticized the
"new J erusalem" myth. He
explained this myth as the chief
basis for rationalizing the Vietnam
war in which Americans excuse is
because they "never fight a war,
only undertake crusades."
But while old myths are in the
process of disintegration , Dr. May
has already seen the formation of
"more amiable" myths for our
age . He cited the heroes of the
two popular movies, Easy Rider,

and Midnight Cowboy as the
forerunners of new American
myths. Midnight Cowboy , for
example, reveals "the beginning of
a new view of human relationships
in America."
The psychologist noted the
phoniness of much of the
American way of life . He
discussed the California myth
which he described as the "duty
to "be happy ." He explained that
many Americans think it is
unnatural or perverted to be
lonely or unhappy at all. For
instance, they tend to disguise the
reality of death as a "going to
sleep." By perpetuating this
attitude , Dr. May feels that people
rob themselves of "experiences
that are enriching in life. "
The myth of the Frontier, long

Algier" myth, which he described
as the typically American belief
that wealth and success can be
universally obtained through
industriosness. He illustrated this
point with a comment on the
phenomenon of Woodstock. "The
importance of the hippie
movement, he stated, "is it's scorn
of affluence." The people at
Woodstock formed a society
based on non-agressiveness and
non-competetveness , myths
entirely opposed to those held by
their parents.

fami l iar

normaJ loneliness of man. We are

f rom

the

movies,

Though violence is the natural
result of the deterioration of these
and other Good myths, according
to May, are " the only answer to
the formless loneliness of
Americans that goes beyond the

westerns, the author explained all feeling around like blind men,
"comes out now in the myth of May that goes beyond the normal
the simple morality , the good side loneliness of man. We are all
always winning." Survival of the feeling aroung like blind men ,
strongest was often the key to May says, for a sense of structure,
survival on the western frontier, an unconscious spiritual structure
Dr. May stated that this survival by which we can relate to one
"was often due to the ability to another.
shoot without sensitivity and
subjectivity." Survival , he felt,
was often about a matter of
(Continued from Page 15)
"brute strength." Vividly pointing
out this myth , he stated that the without conscious thought , and as
Kennedy assasinations occured in in so many other things, usually
two states (Texas and California) without the supporting formal
that still exemplify this "great" rules an d ceremonies that
American myth.
characterize men's important
He also discussed the "Horatio activities," Dr. Mead asserted in
:,,$!--- ....,,.
Redhook.
"Men, even the most careful
conservators , have been taught to
think about the obstacles to be
overcome and how to overcome
them and so live in an opener
world (than women). But women
have almost always been familiar
with closed systems and
understand very well that survival
within them depends on
continuing care and the
continuing performance of the
same tasks over and over again."

Caretakers

Triumph Tr-4, convertible,
2 t ops Brit ish Racing green
exce l l en t mechanically
good interior and exterior
Contact Laura Patterson
mailbox 102 or Craig
Reasonable
Eggiman
price
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Squires Drop Three Games
In their second confe'rence ' the Squires dropped their second one in the second but could~t
game of the season last Thursday, game of the season 7-1. Trenton ~uster a~y furth_er offense wh e
the Squires were drubbed 12-2 by State's pitcher Tony Patenza was J~st _as m prevtous games ~he
nationally fifth ranked Glassboro the deciding factor in the game as pitching fe!l through allowi~g
State at Glassboro.
he struck out fourteen Squires Rutgers to ti~ ~d eventually wm .
during the game, ten in the first In the first mnmg, Tom Hanlon
The Squires started off well, four innings.
led off and walked advanced to
Pat Geroni reaching base on an
. .
third on Charlie Robbins' single
Trenton led off the sconng m and scored on a passed ball
error and scoring on a double by
Lou Ferrante, but were unable to the third inning on a single by Bill Robbins moving to second. Pa;
pose any formidable threat for the Frasche followed by ano~her Geroni reached base on an error
rest of the game as Glassboro's single and an error. The Lions and aJong with Robbins was
hitters tore apart the Squire scored again the next innin_g as driven in by Ron Goldfaden's
pitching with nineteen hits Paul Laub scored ~n a smgle double. Ron then scored on Bob
Leblein's single. John Garry
including three home runs. In the sacrifice and another smgle .
Newark
made
a
bid
to
catch
up
scored
the final Squire run as he
third inning Glassboro broke loose
with four runs on five singles a in the fifth as Charlie Rollins made second on an error advanced
double and a walk, and added two singled, moved to second on a to third on a field's choice and
more in the fourth on a single by single by Tom Hanlon advanced scored on another error. This
Grossi and a home run by Maietta. to third on a fielders choice and ended any formidable Squire
scored on a passed ball. Trenton offense, until the ninth inning as
Ferrante scored the second run quickly squelched any Squire they only got two more singles in
for Newark State in the sixth hopes and put the game on ice in seven innings.
inning when he reached base on their half of the inning with three
Five runs should have been a
an error and second on a triple by runs as a walk and an error put wide enough margin, but Rutgers
Ron Goldfaden . Glassboro men on base with John Kitiosh picked away at the lead getting
retailiated in their half of the slamming a homerun. The scoring two runs in the third and fourth
inning on a single a stolen base
ended in the seventh as Trenton innings and one in the fifth to tie
and another single; and kept up
added two more runs on a walk, as Squire starter Roger Schreiner
the pace in the seventh and eighth
two singles, a fielder's choice and tried giving way to Stan Pietryzk.
scoring five more runs . In the
two Squire errors.
In the third, Rutgers scored on
seventh a walk, a single and a
Stan Pietryzk pitched five two singles an error and a fielder's
sacrifice fly brought in one run.
reliefs for the Squires going three choice. Two more runs came in
The eighth inning was a slugfest
innings giving up two runs and the fourth when the lead off
for Glassboro as Bush drove in
only three hits.
batter doubled and scored when
Maietta who had singled with a
NSC
000 010 000 1 Ray Antoniotti singled.
home run followed up by
TSC
001 130 20x 7 Antoniotti then advanced and ·
Atkinson with another homer and
scored on a stolen based a passed
the final run being scored on
The Squires finally returned
ball and a fielder's choice.
consecutive singles by Wells home against Newark Rutgers
Pietryzk came on after Kuhn
Sheftall and Jiampetti the pitcher, Monday to a much improved field
doubled in the fifth, he retired in
who went three for five in the but failed to pull off the victory
the next batter but a single and an
game.
as the Knights overcame an early error scored the tying run.
NSC
100 001 000 2 Squire lead to win 6-5.
Rutgers went ahead with the
GSC
114 201 l4x 12
Newark State looked winning run in the seventh inning
In another away game on
impressive in the early innings
as Bill Tomey got his third single
Saturday against Trenton State, scoring four runs in the first and
and advanced on another single a
walk and a hit batter.
Rutgers
002 2 10
I 00 6
State
4 10 000 000 5
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Arabian Knights Seize
Intramural Title

by Lois Abate
for the Thunderbirds. Meyers 16
Just one week ago the Arabian points and Giannotti - 14 points
Knights were on the ball, winning jacked up the Vector score .
a series of Intramural Basketball
The finals saw an exciting game
games which captured this between the Arabian Knights and
season's intramural league title. Thunderbirds. The Arabian
April 7, started the "Knight' " Knights' finale co mpleted the
winning streak, smashing Jeff 440 . season with a 62-54 win over the
(724 I). Cosby scored J 7 points Thunderbirds. Cosby and Beale
for the victors, followed by each scored 21 points for the
Dunn-14 points. Marold scored a victorious "Knights". Guare 21
high of 18 points for Jeff 440. points and Holderline - 16 points
Spranitz won their second game captured the high scoring for the
of the season by a forfeiture by Thunderbirds.
Dougalite All-Stars. The Hogans
REMINDERS:
also forfeited to the
Softball , volleyball, and
Thunderbirds.
wrestling application deadline is
Friday, April 17. Wrestling
Entering into the semi-final
matches will be posted no later
round, April 8, were Arabian
than Tuesday morning.
Knights, Thunderbirds, 44
FINAL LEAGUE STANDIN GS
Express No. 2, and Vectors. The
W
L
"Knights" topped 3rd place 44
Arabian Knights
9
l
Express No. J in a close score
Thunderbirds
7
3
71-67. Cosby scored 41 points
44 Express No. 2
4
3
and Beale aided with 17 points for
Jeff 440
4
3
the Arabian Knigl1ts.
Dwarfs
3
2
Simultaneously that night, the Vectors
5
5
Thunderbirds downed the Vectors Spranitz
2
5
68-55. Guare and Stone scored 20 Dougalite All-Stars
1
6
points and 18 points respectively, Hogans
0
7

THEALL NEW

NEWARK STATE
COLLEGE RING
WILL BE ON SALE

TUESDAY, APRIL 21st

WRA Notes
by
Jennifer
Perone

NSC Women 's Volleyball Club
has initiated its 1970 spring
season with two games vs. St.
Elizabeth's College. The games
were played Thursday, April 9,
from 5 : 30-7 :00 I_>.M . in NSC's
gym. Newark State was
represented by two teams, the
first "A" team consisted of AJice
Brock, Carol DeLisa, Evelyn
Dierolf, Carol Hill, Andee
Shvinski, Patti Stuart, and Eileen
Szpara. The second "B" team had
Michele Cross, Ginne Guerriero ,
Sandra Murphy, Marjorie Pickard ,
Nancy Slahor and Janice
Sourifman as the girls who made
the team. The "B" game was won
by Newark State girls in some

strong competition ending with
scores of 15-9; 15-1. "A" game,
however, resulted in our first
defeat, as NSC's volleyball team,
despite some impressive plays,
succombed to the opposition with
scores of 15-9; 15-11. Other club
members Louella Kirchner, Vicky
Krill, and Elizabeth Williams
served as hostesses, timers, and
scorers. Further intercollegiate
volleyball games have already
been scheduled for the teams.
Other WRA sports are also
soon scheduled for the start of
intercollegiate competition.
Women's softball has an away
game vs. Douglass College on
Tuesday April 15, at 4:15 .
Women's Tennis begins its spring
season with a match against
F.D.U. Madison at 3 :00 on
Monday, April 20th.

IN ·rH-E
COLLEGE·.
CENTER
BUILDING
AN INITIAL DEPOSIT OF $10
WILL BE REQUIRED FOR EACH ORDER.
RINGS MAY BE PURCHASED BY

ALL STUDE.NTS,
REGARDLESS OF GRADUATING CLASS.
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